
Name:   ________________________ Date:   __________  

Impact   Crater   Lab  
 

Question :   How   does   the   height   from   which   a   meteorite   is   dropped   relate   to   the  
diameter   of   the   crater   created   upon   impact   and   the   distance   their   ejecta   (rays)   travel?  
 
Hypothesis:     If   a   meteorite   is   dropped   from   ___________________________________  
 
______________________________________________________________________  
 
______________________________________________________________________  
 
Independent   Variable:     ___________________________  
 
Dependent   Variables :       ___________________________  
 
Control   Variables    (at   least    3)    _____________________________________________  
 
_____________________________________________________________________  
 
 
 
Procedure  
 
Materials:   
 

1. Marble  
2. Shoebox  
3. Meter   Stick  
4. Ruler  
5. Flour  
6. Cocoa   Powder  
7. Measuring   Cup  

 
Process :  

 
1. Drop   "meteorite"   (marble)   into   the   box   by   holding   the   object   out   at   arm's   length  

over   the   box   and   letting   go.   Use   the   meter   stick   to   make   sure   the   meteorite   is  
dropped   from   a   height   of   30   cm   above   the   surface   of   the   flour.  

2. Once   the   "meteorite"   impacts   the   flour,   carefully   remove   the   object   without  
disturbing   the   "crater"   left   behind.  

3. Repeat   steps   1   and   2   two   more   times,   each   time   in   a   different   spot   in   the   box.  
Remember   to   drop   the   meteorite   the   same   way   and   from   the   same   height   each  
time   for   accurate   results.   There   should   now   be   three   craters   made   from   the   same  
height.  

4. Measure   the   diameter   of   each   crater   in   cm.   Use   a   ruler   to   measure   the   distance  
across   the   center   of   the   depression   in   the   flour.   Be   very   careful   not   to   disturb   the  



flour   and   cocoa   by   breathing   too   hard   or   shaking   the   box.   Record   the   diameters  
in   the   data   table.   

5. Measure   the   distance   of   the   ejecta   (rays)   created   near   each   crater   in   cm   (the  
distance   the   flour   travels)   and   record   in   your   data   table  

6. Repeat   step   1   through   5,   but   from   60   cm   height   (3   times),   as   well   as   90   cm  
height   (3   times),   recording   each   measurement   in   your   data   table  
 

 
Calculate    the   average   crater   diameter   by   adding   up   the   three   measurements   for   each  
height   and   then   dividing   your   answer   by   three.   Do   the   same   thing   for   the   distance   of   the  
ray.   Write   the   answers   in   your   data   table.    Round   your   answers   to   the   nearest   whole   cm .  
 
Graph   your   data:    Using   graph   paper,   make   a   line   graph   

On   the   y-   axis   (vertical   axis),   plot   the   average   diameter   of   the   crater   (in   cm),   and  
on   the   x-   axis   (horizontal   axis),   plot   the   height   from   which   you   dropped   the  
meteorite   (in   cm).   In   a   different   color,   do   the   same   thing   for   the   distance   the   ray  
traveled.   

 
Results  
Data:  
 

Height   object  
dropped   from  

(cm)  

Diameter   of   Crater   (cm)  Average  
Crater  

Diameter  
(cm)  

Distance   of   Ray   (cm)  Average  
Distance   of  
Ray   (cm)  

  30   cm                 

  60   cm                 

  90   cm                 

 
Post   Lab   Questions  

1. What   is   the   relationship   between   the   height   the   meteorite   was   dropped   from   and  
size   of   the   crater?  

 
 
 

2. What   is   the   relationship   between   the   height   the   meteorite   was   dropped   from   and  
the   distance   of   the   ejecta   (ray)?  
 
 



 
Results   continued   (Analysis)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Conclusion  


